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Arts Toledo Campus

ARTS TOLEDO CAMPUS
DEVELOPS A MULTIDISCIPLINARY
ACTIVITY PROGRAM
ACCORDING TO YOUR INTERESTS

The Arts Campus Toledo is an innovative summer course,
specialized in artistic activities, with a transversal and
multidisciplinary program that encourage creativity, with the
intention of developing students' personal capacities
(imagination, observation, creativity, ...) as well such as artistic
abilities.
It takes place during 3 weeks, from July 3rd to 23rd, and is
aimed for students aged 10 to 16 years with artistic interests,
who want to enjoy a great holiday experience with related
people, performing creative activities, improving, developing
and learning, while seeking a practical orientation to take
advantage of their knowledge, hobbies and interests. All this
relating with people through eminently artistic and
multicultural environment, with Spanish and English as
vehicular languages. The course culminates with a final project
in which all students participate.
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LOCATION

International School San Patricio Toledo
70km from Madrid, the International School San Patricio
Toledo, is strategically located in an environment of great
cultural relevance such as the city of Toledo. It has
unbeatable facilities for the development of artistic
activities, with large air-conditioned spaces, as well as
excellent sports facilities.

International School San Patricio Toledo has:
-

Rooms of 8 to 12 participants, all air-conditioned
Large air-conditioned classrooms
Approved art spaces
Theatre auditorium with capacity for 300 people
Lookup library with reading room
Computer area with WiFi
Indoor and outdoor multipurpose spaces
Outdoor heated pool and indoor pool
Complete dining rooms and own kitchen
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ORGANIZATION

Organization of
Participants
There are two types of grouping: coexistence groups
and working groups.
Coexistence groups: students meet with other boys
and girls of the same age in groups of 12 to 15
participants and have a monitor or "counselor"
assigned. They coincide in common spaces, such as
the dining room, and in group activities and meet
with their monitor to discuss any matter related to
activities, stay or coexistence.
Work groups: Created according to the interests of
the students, and will work together to develop the
main activities. The groups are boys and girls and
are created by age.

Program organization
and development
The Arts Toledo Campus develops a bilingual program
in Spanish and English, with multidisciplinary
activities based on the artistic inclinations and
concerns of the participants. At the time of
registration, a questionnaire is made to the students
about their interests and preferences, which will
serve to adapt the design of the different programs
to the characteristics of each student and group,
resulting in the organization of activities. In this way
the student creates the itinerary of his program
choosing a main activity among the four artistic
disciplines, and two complementary activities.
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ACTIVITIES

Main activities
Entertaining and interactive, but with a technical
approach and serious work plan, they are held every
day from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., with several
breaks. The first few days will be dedicated to the
development of ideas that will culminate in the
creation of a final common project. The student must
choose one of the four programs: Music, Dance,
Dramatic Art or Visual and Visual Arts.

Music Program:
Aims to boost your creativity and develop the
musical skills that allow you to generate a quality
musical production.
Through active listening, you will learn to focus and
build your musical thinking intelligently; To explore
and to experiment with the musical instruments the
reading of a sonorous language and expressive
changing, to sharpen the ear to the ambient sounds
and the soundscapes that are generated there, to
investigate in the technique and the practice of
procedures for the development of the composition;
Review and perfect your musical production; And
finally, have the opportunity to present and share
your work as a composer or performer to others.
For three weeks you will experience the joy of
making music, creating compositions that express
and communicate your ideas and feelings, learn to
identify and solve problems, and apply your
knowledge in individual and group practice.

The Music program consists of workshops such as:
-

Classes of classical / modern instrumental
performance
Classic repertoire, pop, rock, jazz and Latin
music
Combs (musical combinations)
Components and musical informatics

Dance Program:
Aims to learn to communicate through movement.
The instrument will be the human body in its entire
dimension. The dance does not pursue absolute
truths or certain ways of doing, but it is you who must
build your learning with the help of the teacher and
your colleagues, making your expressive ability tune
in with your own internal resources to make a clear
and direct statement of what you are able to do, in
short Create and Communicate Through bodily
awareness.
For three weeks you will learn a language whose
vocabulary is the interaction of the elements of
dance, strength, time and space and whose
expression is realized through individual and group
improvisation.
The Dance program consists of workshops such as:
- Spanish dance
- Modern dance
- Urban Dance
- Tap Dance Claque

Dramatic Art Program

Visual and Visual Arts Program

Will offer you many opportunities so you can practice
communicating with different audiences and face a
variety of purposes, such as stage movement, acting
for the audience, writing sequences and representing
them. Role play is a key component of the program.
Putting yourself in the skin of another person or a
character implies an act in which the imagination is
of vital importance in the development of the
capacity to understand others.

It is based on the experience of describing, exploring
and responding in practice the ability to express
ideas, experiences and feelings. The program will
give you different technical and creative experiences
so that you can acquire a series of specific skills and
knowledge.

For three weeks you will live creating, improvising
and interpreting through simulated characters and
situations, understanding that there is a variety of
points of view. You will have constant and conscious
exploration of the "as if" in each of the imaginary
roles and worlds.
The Dramatic Art program consists of workshops
such as:

-

Theatre in Spanish and
English
Performance Theatre
Creation of scripts
Musical Theatre

For three weeks you will participate in making
significant and open decisions that will allow you to
express personal feelings, experiences and ideas to
develop the necessary skills to use assertively the
most appropriate materials and artistic techniques for
your training level.
The Visual and Visual Arts program consists of
workshops such as:

-

Artistic drawing
Outdoor Sculpture
Graphic Design and
illustration
Photography and camera
Urban art

Complementary Activities

Masterclasses

They are carried out from 17:00 to 20:00 hours, with a
more informal character, reinforce the main ones while
the values are worked, capacities and competences are
developed as teamwork, communication and leadership.
The student should choose two complementary activities
that will complete the itinerary of the program.

During the development of the program we will have the
visit of personalities, consecrated and known
professionals, active artists, each one expert in their
artistic discipline, who will give lectures, presentations,
talks and colloquiums to complete the program.

Languages: Specific classes of Spanish for foreigners or
English for Spanish. Playful and dynamic sessions,
you will learn the language while having fun.
Sports: You can also develop your sports skills in a safe
and positive environment. Ping-pong, swimming,
basketball, volleyball and soccer.
Appearance and Scenic Control: Your skills will be
strengthened to perform in public, to have the
appropriate appearance and to know how to
communicate with the body, capacity to have good
conversation skills, to debate and to dissuade.
Audiovisual Communication: An enriching technological
itinerary that will expand your artistic skills through 3D
animation, video game design, short films and robotics.
Sound Painting: You will boost the creation and
improvisation with this sign language that is used for realtime composition with musicians, dancers, actors and
visual artists.

Leisure activities, cineforum and evening events
With a program designed to reinforce group membership,
it includes team building activities, cooperative games,
group dynamics, etc. which will encourage fun and
friendship making your visit to the Arts Toledo Campus a
complete experience.

Academic Orientation Program
The Arts Toledo Campus includes a program, in which the
Guidance Team of the San Patricio institution
participates, to help the participants to take full
advantage of the activities carried out, and giving the
necessary guidelines to investigate the different academic
possibilities, all of them depending on their interests.
Excursions
The program includes several excursions in which cultural
visits with expert guides, discovering Toledo and
discovering its monuments and historical places, are
combined with multi-adventure activities in which we will
have fun experiences.
Course Price
The price of the Arts Toledo Campus includes all expenses
during the stay. It does not include the travel to and from
cities or countries of origin / destination, nor medical
insurance in case of students coming from abroad.

Concepts Included
-

Activities of the different programs
Ludic and recreational activities during the program
All the material and technical means necessary to
take any of the programs
Excursions and activities in Toledo
Accommodation and full support
Roundtrip transfers from Madrid
Accident insurance
Laundry
Free Wi-Fi access

Price with VAT included
TOTAL 2.200 € *
Information and inscriptions
http://colegiosanpatriciomadrid.com/es/colegio/
summerexperience.php
If you have any doubt or you need any further
information do not hesitate to contact:
jcastrot@colegiosanpatricio.es
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